A hierarchical overlapping community discovery algorithm based on node purity (OCFN-PN) is proposed in the paper. This algorithm chooses the maximal relative centrality as the initial community, which solves the problem of inconsistent results of the community discovery algorithm based on fitness resulting from randomly choosing nodes. Before optimizing and merging communities, the community overlapping degree and the joint-union should be calculated so that the problems of twice merging can be solved. Research results show that this algorithm has lower time complexity and the communities obtained by this algorithm are more suitable for real world networks.
Introduction
Community structure is a key characteristic of many networks, that is, nodes tend to aggregate into communities and nodes within communities are tightly connected while nodes between communities are loosely connected. Recently most of community discovery algorithms transform community discovery problem into hierarchical segmentation problem [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] 7, 9, [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] , which assumes that individuals of networks only belong to one community and communities of a network are isolated groups, such as the classical GN algorithm [1] , Kernighan-Lin algorithm [16] , and Fast Newman algorithm [2] . These isolated groups become the subgroups of larger groups until all groups become subgroups of a group, thus, hierarchical structure of the whole network is formed. However, this assumption is only suitable for some networks, for instance, the organization system network or taxonomy networks, but not suitable for most of real world networks. Many researches show that social networks not only have hierarchical structure but also have overlapping communities, in other word, a community is not the subcommunity of another community and its individuals usually belong to many different communities.
Take Facebook, one of online social network sites, as an example, every Facebook user has average 130 friends and these friends may belong to different social groups, such as high school, university, and family [6] . Marlow et al. find that groups appearing in the ego network are corresponding to acquaintances circles of different life stages [8] . An overlapping community discovery algorithm is firstly proposed by Palla et al. in 2005, and after that there are many other overlapping community discovery algorithms be proposed [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . However, all of these algorithms have certain limitations, for instance, the inconsistent results problem caused by choosing node randomly and the twice merging problem. In order to deal with these problems, a new hierarchical overlapping community discovery algorithm is presented in this paper, which not only can discover hierarchical structure and high overlapping communities but also has lower time complexity.
Problems description
• Inconsistent results problem Recently many methods about how to select the initial community are proposed. Assuming that every node belongs to at least one community, Lancichinetti et al. use the way of randomly choosing nodes which have assigned to none of communities as the initial community in the fitness algorithm and the ending condition is that each node belongs to at least one community [14] . Baumes et al. randomly chooses edge as the initial community [15] . Because of the difference of the initial community, the final obtained communities may be different.
• Twice merging problem The merging process of overlapping community discovery algorithms has the repeating merging problem, for example, there are three communities C1, C2, and C3, in which C1 , C3 and C2, C3 cannot be merged, while community A is merged by C1 and C2, and then community A can be also merged with C3.
• One-sideness community discovery Complex network researchers find that most social networks not only have hierarchical structure but also may be overlaps between communities in the same level. Many of the existing community discovery algorithms define a community as a k-clique, and use the clique filter algorithm to discover the communities, but, this method cannot discover the hierarchical structure of networks. In order to solve this problem, a fitness algorithm is proposed, which can both find the hierarchical structure of networks and the overlapping communities. However, the fitness algorithm may lead to inconsistent results problem.
OCFN-PN algorithm

Basic concepts
Node relative centrality equals to node absolute centrality divides the maximum possible degree of network nodes. Besides, the node having the largest relative centrality is called a core node. Node purity is defined by equation
in which F1 and F2 are the fitness of community C1 and C1*(C1*is the new community formed after a new node A join into community C1), and
If P>1, the new node A will be available, and vice versa. Thus, the value of node purity can be used to determine whether put the new node into community or not.
The existing overlapping degree calculating methods only consider the number of overlapping nodes but ignore the degree of overlapping nodes which is an important factor to judge how much the degree of overlapping communities is. For instance, in In order to settle this problem, a new overlapping degree calculating method is proposed in this paper. This formula contains the direct overlapping nodes, the indirect overlapping nodes, and another affecting the overlapping degree factor, which is the overlapping node degree.
Let the common nodes of community C1 and C2 be the direct overlapping and the common neighborhood nodes of community C1 and C2 be the indirect overlapping, so the overlapping degree formula can be described as means the number of nodes of the community whose nodes are smaller. In this paper if Q of community Ci and Cj is bigger than K (after many test find that it is better when K is 0.7358), the twice merging problem can be solved.
Basic idea
Choosing the node with biggest relative centrality as the initial community, using node purity to determine whether put the new node into the initial community or not, and using the fitness algorithm to find the communities of networks. Because the parameter ∂ of the fitness calculating formula and one node is traveled more than one time, the hierarchical structure and the overlapping communities of the given network can be discovered. Besides there is overlap between communities so the discovered communities need to be merged. Before merging communities, the overlapping degree and the joint-union should be calculated. If the overlapping degree is bigger than K and the joint-union is bigger than γ , the two communities should be merged.
OCFN-PN algorithm.
Input: network graph G(V, E), in which V is the set of nodes, E is the set of edges.
Output: the set of communities{ C1,…,Cm } 1 For i=1 To n-1 2 Calculating the degree of every node in network; 3 Using the relative centrality formula calculates the relative centrality of every node; 4 Using bubble sort algorithm orders the relative centrality from the biggest to the smallest and stores the result in list DL;
5
Choosing the first data of list DL-the core node as the initial community C1 ；
6
For i=1 To the number of neighborhood nodes of C1 subtracting 1
7
Using fitness calculating formula calculates all of the fitness of neighborhood nodes of C1 and stores the results in list FL; 8 Choosing the first data of list FL as a candidate node;
9
Calculating the purity P of this candidate node; 10 If P> 1
11
Let this candidate node join into C1 and forms a new community C1*;
12
The number of community C1* pulses 1;
13 else 14 Regarding this candidate node as an unavailable node;
15
Calculating the relative centrality of the remaining nodes and repeating step 4 to step 13;
16
Until all nodes in network belong to at least one community;
17
Return {C1,…,Cm} and the number of every community
Optimizing and merging algorithm . Calculating the joint-union Q between the two communities;
7
If Q >K And OD> γ 8 Merging these two communities;
9 Choosing the second community in list NL and repeat step 4 to 8;
10
Repeat 2 to 9； 11 Until no community can merge anymore;
12
Return {C1,…,Cl}
Time complexity
The time complexity of OCFN-PN algorithm is O(n2) and the time complexity of optimizing and merging algorithm is O(m2) separately, so the time complexity of the hierarchical overlapping community discovery algorithm is O(n2). However, the time complexity of this algorithm is a little bigger than that of the algorithm based on fitness, the reasons are as follow: 1. In order to avoid the problem of inconsistent results, we choose the node with the biggest relative centrality as the initial community. 2. In order to obtain better nature communities, we calculate every node's purity to determine whether the candidate node is available or not. 3. In order to obtain more reasonable communities, we consider the number of overlapping nodes and their degree during the optimization and merge algorithm.
The experimental result and its analysis
The experimental data in this paper comes from Zachary's karate club, the classical data set of social network. This network is described by sociologist Zachary, who use two years to observe the members and social friendships of this club. This network is an undirected graph containing 34 nodes and 78 edges, see Fig.2 . Because Zachary's karate club itself is an overlapping community, the algorithm proposed in this paper can be used. Tab.1 describes the different community structure of Zachary's karate club obtained by this algorithm when the value of ∂ is different and Fig.3 and Fig.4 show the hierarchical structure of Zachary's karate club network when ∂ =1.7. From Tab.1, when ∂ =0.3 all nodes of the network form a community, which makes no sense to communities discovery. And when ∂ =1.7 this algorithm generates six communities, one of which only contains one node. So the value of ∂ is usually bigger than 0.6 but smaller than 1.5. From Tab.1, Fig.3, and Fig.4 , we can conclude that different ∂ , β and γ lead to different communities and different hierarchical structure. The adjustable parameter ∂ and β have be introduced above, so here we mainly introduce parameter γ . The function of parameter γ is the same as that of parameter β which is used to determine whether merge communities or not. γ =0 means the nodes of two communities are the same, which makes no sense to the optimizing and merging algorithm. γ =1 means the communities do not need to be merged.
From comparing the time complexity and the obtained communities' accuracy rate of several classical algorithms(see Tab. 2), the communities obtained by OCFN-PN algorithm is better for Zachary's karate club. 
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Conclusions.
The hierarchical overlapping community discovery algorithm based on node purity is proposed in this paper to discover the hierarchical structure and overlapping communities, which improves the fitness algorithm. This algorithm is more efficient, because it not only solves the problem of inconsistent results, twice merging and false subset merging when its time complex is the same of the fitness algorithm, but also has the higher accuracy rate when ∂ is 1.5, β is 0.7, and γ is 0.6.
